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Video: Detailed Analysis of Trump Assassination Attempt

By Dr. Peter McCullough and John Leake, July 16, 2024

The incident on July 13 in Butler, Pennsylvania is the first time a would-be assassin has shot
at a U.S. president or presidential  candidate since John Hinckley shot President Ronald
Reagan on March 30, 1981. As such, it is the first assassination attempt in our era in which
most citizens are carrying cell phones equipped with video cameras.

Why Russia Will Defeat NATO in Ukraine

By Mike Whitney, July 17, 2024

NATO’s  three-day  summit  in  Washington  DC  achieved  the  objective  for  which  it  was
designed, to create a public forum in which all 32 members of the Alliance could express
their unanimous support for upcoming attacks on the Russian Federation.

Palestine Solidarity Reaches Unprecedented Heights

By Abayomi Azikiwe, July 17, 2024

The war in Palestine and throughout the regions mentioned did not begin less than one year
ago, it  has a history of more than a century which some aspects were outlined in the
pamphlet “Zionism: The Myths, the Lies, the Crimes”.

COVID Vaccines Linked to Increase in All-cause Mortality, Italian Study Shows

By Dr. Suzanne Burdick, July 17, 2024
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A team of  Italian researchers verified what they called “the real  impact of  the vaccination
campaign” by comparing the risk of all-cause death among vaccinated and unvaccinated
residents of the Italian province of Pescara.

Venezuela to Face Serious Challenges with Unknown Retired Professor Leading the Polls

By Uriel Araujo, July 17, 2024

With the Venezuelan presidential election coming up on July 28, retired diplomat Edmundo
González is reported to be leading the polls,  even though the former ambassador was
unknown to the majority of the population up to a few months ago and never sought elected
office.

170 Years of U.S. Aggression Against Nicaragua

By Rick Sterling, July 16, 2024

In  this  article,  I  will  review  the  different  types  of  aggression  used  by  Washington  against
Nicaragua. This is not ancient history; the interference continues to today. The methods
change but the purpose remains the same: to subjugate nominally independent countries
and use them in the interests of US corporations, elites and government. When nations
resist domination and insist on independence, the US goal becomes to prevent them from
succeeding. 

Occupied Palestine: The Old Evil. Chris Hedges

By Chris Hedges, July 16, 2024

The Palestinians want their land back. Then they will talk of peace. The Israelis want peace,
but demand Palestinian land. And that, in three short sentences, is the intractable nature of
this conflict.
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